We propose two methods for visual control of a robotic system which do not require the formulation of an explicit calibration between image space and the world coordinate system. Calibration is known to be a difficult and error prone process. By extracting control information directly from the image, we free our techniques from the errors normally associated with a fixed calibration.
INTRODUCTION
In many real world applications, there exists a need to align one object with another. Some everyday tasks which require alignment include (see figure 1 ): using fasteners to join parts and adjusting the angle of a caliper-like system until a precise angle is reached. In earlier works, researchers have concentrated their efforts on recovering the true position (the world coordinates) of the object to be manipulated. They used these results to generate movement commands for their servoing system. The results of their research were a body of techniques which required a precise calibration between the camera and world systems to insure adequate performance. [22, 21, 18, 26, 35] The idea of precise calibration between a mechanical device and photographic emulsions or photo-electric sensors has been examined in great detail by researchers in non-topographic photogrammetry. By using models which account for most of the aberration and lens defects in modern lenses, they obtain a precise calibration between their camera and robot systems. (For more information see Karara [17] .) These methods are often difficult to understand and inconvenient to use in most robotic environments. They usually require the minimization of several, complex, non-linear equations of multiple variables (of which the results are not guaranteed to be robust). Furthermore, calibrated systems are typically accurate only over a small subspace of the robot's workspace. As the robot leaves the region where the calibration occurred, accuracy degenerates quickly. Other methods for performing camera calibration for robots include the works of Tsai [39, 38] , Young et al. [43] , Bennett et al. [2] , and Holt et al. [16] .
Instead of recovering the calibration between the real world and the image plane, our algorithm exploits a transformation which converts a 3-D quantity (positional location) into a 2-D effect (positional invariance under rotation). The traditional mapping problem (also known as the calibration problem) determines the position of objects based on relative scale difference, perspective distortion, and/or several other relationships which exist between a calibrated system and an observing system. Several methods exist for finding this calibration, but none exploit the fact that a known movement of the camera system can result in useful motion information in the image system without knowing the exact calibration between the systems.
We approach the problem of visual servoing through a classic, robot-control problem: how to insert a peg into a hole using only vision to control the peg's movement. We propose two new techniques which will allow the robot system to maintain an arbitrary, geometric relationship with an object system, and as a result of certain operations, the robot-object system can "calibrate itself to" or "can define its location with respect to" the unknown camera system. Our system "calibrates" itself while performing the useful task of moving to the goal position without ever really knowing the true location of the camera system. In this respect, it is possible to servo to a location based purely on the object's change in image coordinates. Given a camera which rotates about an axis and images an object, we can observe the effect that the image of the object will not translate when the rotational axis is directly above the object. We use this effect as the basis of a simple algorithm for performing visual servoing. The method used to control the servoing is called the downhill simplex search. This method converges to the solution slowly since it uses a stop-look-move servoing algorithm. To improve upon this method and create a more continuous servoing operation, we have developed a second algorithm for visual servoing which uses an approximation to the Image Jacobian to control the servoing process. This method exploits a control signal which is proportional to the error signal (whereas the downhill simplex search uses a uniform error control signal for large errors).
This work is characteristic of research currently examined in the domain of active vision, the use of vision to control the feedback of a servoing loop. Other works along this vein include: Sarachik's work with mobile robot calibration [31] , Tsuji's work with monitoring mobile robot environments [40] , and Hutchinson's work with visual constraint planes [11, 5] . It also ties in with the recent spate of work in self-calibration and the use of uncalibrated systems. [23, 13] The effect of rotational epipolar motion, the key component in the feedback loop of our system, has also been well investigated. The effect of rotational epipolar motion was first investigated by Bolles et al. [4] in 1987. Since then, the effect of rotational epipolar motion has been used in several scenarios ranging from Raviv et al. [28] and others who have used it to constrain camera fixation to Kutulakos et al. [19] who used it to reconstruct curved surfaces to Cipolla et al. [7] who applied it to determine time to impact. [3] is a compendium of recent works in the emerging field of active vision. It includes the work of Blake et al. in using rotational motion to recover surface shape via occluding contours, the work of Clark and Ferrier in attentive visual serving, and several additional techniques useful for visual servoing.
OVERVIEW OF METHOD
Research in peg-in-hole servoing tasks is rich and varied. Some of the classical techniques include the work of Nevins and Whitney [25, 42] in Remote-Center-Compliance (RCC) and the work of Lozano-Pérez et al. [20] with back-projections. More contemporary work includes several machine learning algorithms such as the work of Vaaler et al. [41] and Christiansen [6] . All of the previously mentioned works try to solve the peg-in-hole problem primarily as a navigation problem (first, determining if a route exists from the peg to the hole, and second, determining what is the best path from the peg to the hole). Our work, on the other hand, only concerns itself with the task of aligning the end effector with the target. However, our work is extremely useful in solving A simplified schematic of our experimental setup is shown in figure 2 and figure 3 is an overhead view. The task of the vision-robot system is to insert the tip of the probe, which is mounted on the end-effector of the robot arm coincident with the robot's final axis, into one of the small holes in the block on the table in figure 4 . Figure 4 is the vision system's view of the real world (the vision system is located to the left of the probe in figure 3 ). The camera is mounted on the wrist of the end-effector such that it rotates about the final axis of the robot and images the area directly below the end-effector.
The method relies on the following simple effect: as we rotate the camera system about the robot's final axis (see figure 5 ), those objects which are farther away from the axis of rotation move a greater distance in the image plane than those objects closer to the axis. If we track these objects in the image plane during the rotation, they trace out elliptical paths. We refer to these ellipses as image-ellipses.
1 Figure 6 shows a series of simulated image-ellipses formed by tracking a feature point in the image plane. The family of image-ellipses was generated by changing the distance of the tracked feature point from the axis about which the camera system rotates. The center dot 1 If the only movement in the robot-camera system is the rotation, the object will trace out a conic section, an ellipse under certain conditions. The degenerate conditions are:
if the rotational axis is aligned with the optical axis -a circle, if the object is already aligned to the rotational axis -a point, if the object is incident with a plane containing the focal point which is parallel to the image plane -parabola, if the object passes through a plane containing the focal point which is parallel to the image plane -hyperbola, and if the object lies in the same plane as the optical axis (where the optical axis and the rotational axis are perpendicular to one another) -line. is an image-ellipse generated when the tracked feature point is coincident with the rotational axis (or in other words, when the manipulator is right over the point feature). As the tracked feature point is moved farther and farther away from the rotational axis, it sweeps out larger and larger image-ellipses (which satisfies our intuition).
In figure 7 , the robot-camera system is constrained to move in the plane A which is defined by the circle swept by the camera around the rotational axis. The camera subsystem itself is constrained to move in a circular orbit around the axis of the last joint of the robot. In order to align the peg with the hole, we examine the movement of a hole feature, which projects to a small set of pixels in image space. By moving the robot-camera system to positions in plane A, and rotating the camera system about the final axis, we can generate image-ellipses and compute their area. The heart of the method is creating a search strategy which minimizes the number of positions that the robot-camera system must move to before the alignment condition occurs. We broke the peg-in-hole task into two parts: the alignment task and the actual insertion task. The alignment task servos the end effector in a plane in robot space until the alignment condition occurs (when the peg and hole lie on the same axis). Once the alignment has been performed in plane A, the only movement necessary for insertion of the peg into the hole is a pure translation along the rotational axis (in our scenario, the
Z-axis).
To perform our peg-in-hole insertions we also make the following assumptions (see figure 7 ):
T 5 , the transform from the world coordinate system to the end-effector of the robot, minus the last rotational degree of freedom, is known. R, the rotational transform for the final axis, 6 , of the robot is known. T cam , the camera transform matrix, is unknown. T object , the transform from the world system to the feature point where the probe is to be inserted, is unknown. P( ), the perspective effect introduced by the camera system with focal length is unknown.
Once the camera is mounted, it remains fixed with respect to the rotational axis of the final joint (6th) of the robot.
The camera must be able to image the target object during any servoing operation. The object should never leave the focal plane.
The object remains a fixed distance below the robot (we assume a constant Z value during the alignment operation).
The features to be tracked are point-like features.
Intuitively, all we require is a robot that can tell us where its end-effector is and a camera system that rotates about the robot's final axis while keeping the feature point in view. Note that we do not know where the camera is located with respect to the robot and we do not require the optical axis of the camera to intersect the final rotational axis of the robot. 2 
RECOVERY OF IMAGE-ELLIPSE PARAMETERS
A number of other researchers have created a body of literature on the recovery of ellipses from point data: Safaee-Rad et al. [30, 29, 36] , Haralick [12] , Magee et al. [22] , Sawhney et al. [32, 33] and Shiu et al. [34] . These algorithms typically use data sampled from the full circumference of the ellipse (i.e. sampled over 2 radians). While these methods work very well, sampling over a complete rotation about the robot's axis is very slow. Our algorithm does not require that we sample the ellipse over a complete rotation. In our current setup, we sweep our camera system over =2 radians in world space. 3 As we sweep the camera system about the rotational axis, we accumulate sets of samples ( i , U i , V i ) where i is the rotational angle of the robot's final axis as the tracked feature point is imaged, and (U i , V i ) are the coordinates of the feature point in camera space.
We then parameterize the curve traced out by the feature as:
We fit these equations to the triplet data using linear least squares. Upon recovering the ellipse parameterization, we are able to compute the area enclosed by the ellipse by using the following formula:
(which was derived using the previous two equations and Green's Theorem). The full proof that the parametric curves generated by these equations are ellipses is contained in Appendix A along with a discussion of why other methods for recovering image-ellipse parameters were not used.
METHOD 1: DOWNHILL SIMPLEX SEARCH
We use a modified version of the downhill simplex method (by Nelder and Mead [27] ) for finding local minima. The search method using the simplex (not to be confused with the Simplex method for solving systems of constrained equations) "walks" down the surface by tossing the "leg" which is furthest uphill an equal amount downhill. Once it constrains the solution to lie between its "legs" it shrinks itself and tries "walking" down the surface using its new position and new, smaller "legs."
The implemented version of the algorithm for the downhill simplex search is as follows (see figure 8 ):
1. Initialize simplex. The robot moves to each of the three arbitrary, initial positions. At each position, the robot tracks the movement of a point-feature in the image plane as the robot changes its value of i (the robot's final axis). After tracking the object positions in the image plane over a =2 radian rotation, an ellipse is fit to the imaged data points. The area of the image-ellipse is then computed. This process is performed three times, once at each robot position given in the initial simplex set.
2. Repeat the following until one of the 3 areas is less than a predetermined threshold (where zero area indicates a perfect alignment between the object and the rotational axis).
(a) Find the X-Y position of the robot, p1, whose image-ellipse encompasses the greatest area.
(b) Reflect the position, through the line connecting the other two X-Y positions for which areas were generated, p2 and p3, creating a new X-Y position, p4. (c) Move the robot to p4, and rotate the final axis generating a new image-ellipse and compute its area. If the area at p4 is greater than the area at p1, move the robot arm to the center of the triangle (p5) formed by p1, p2, and p3, (you've trapped the minimum).
If the area at p4 is less than at p1, then repeat step 2 using the simplex formed by points p2, p3, and p4.
The algorithm tries to trap the global minimum using large simplex movements to surround the minima and when the minimum is trapped, it reduces its search space by moving the position with the largest area to the middle of the simplex (roughly reducing the bounding area by one-third).
EXPERIMENT
In figure 2, we show a schematic of the system set up used for testing the new alignment method. We mounted a Sony XC-77 CCD camera in a bracket system off the end effector of a Puma 560 robot. The camera was not calibrated or position-constrained when initially placed. The robot system was controlled using RCCL [15] . The images were digitized at 256x242 resolution and 8 bits gray scale at standard NTSC frame rates using the PIPE parallel image processing engine [1] . The object was positioned so the robot would not encounter singularities when moving to the new control positions. The other constraints on our system are listed in section 2.
Once the robot moved to its initial X-Y position in plane A, the user indicated the position in the image of the object feature to be tracked. The vision algorithm then created a moving edge detection region centered at that point. This moving region was used to track the feature point as the camera rotated about the final axis of the robot. The camera rotated about the robot's final axis at approximately :035 radian/sec (the speed was limited by the digitizing speed of the framebuffer and displaying the output on a host computer; we are currently implementing a much faster version that takes advantage of concurrent image processing and robot movement).
We ran the modified downhill simplex search with three initial robot X-Y positions of ((0:0; 0:0), (0:0; 50:0), and (50:0; 50:0)). At each position, the robot rotated its last joint =2 radians over which it accumulates 16 images spaced at equal angles. The moving edge-detection region followed the object and reported its image space position for each of these images. The centroid of each edge blob was then fed to a least squares estimator to recover the ellipse parameters associated with the moving blob trajectory using the method described in section 3. These parameters were then fed into equation 3 for computing the area of the ellipse. The halting condition was given to be when the area of the ellipse formed from a position was 1.0 pixel 2 .
In the experiment, the tracked feature was a hole on the block in figure 4 . Figure 11 shows the system placing the "peg" (a tapered probe) within 3mm of the center of the 2mm diameter hole using uncalibrated camera data. In addition, the algorithm performed the same task over many different runs with about the same accuracy. Table 1 tabulates the results of one run of the system. When using a 10mm diameter hole, the robot system almost always succeeds in placing the probe in the hole. The raw data and generated image-ellipses are plotted in figure 9 . The downhill simplex method does not converge as well as we hoped it would. Figure 10 shows the positions examined by the algorithm as it converged toward the solution. The numbers indicate the order in which the positions were examined. One flaw in the downhill simplex method is the fact that it re-examines previously analyzed positions. This can be seen in the overlapping numbers in figure 10 . The simplex must "overextend" in all directions before coming to the conclusion that the simplex should be shrunk. This ability normally allows a simplex to "jump" over a local minimum and continue its search in a more fruitful valley. In our case, there exists only one minimum and it is not necessary for the simplex to evaluate all positions when it sees an increase in ellipse size.
Although the downhill simplex search suffers from these deficiencies, the idea of using a simple, active-imaging constraint is appealing. This method can be used as the "coarse" part of a "coarse-fine" approach to visual servoing. If we break the alignment task into two sub-tasks, the sub-task of servoing the mating parts within close proximity to each other and the sub-task which actually performs the mating given a closeness constraint, our method provides a simple and robust method for performing the first subtask.
METHOD 2: THE IMAGE JACOBIAN
Method 1 is not desirable from a control perspective since it causes the robot to oscillate about the alignment point and it is predicated upon using a set of discrete, gross movements to perform the task. A more desirable control algorithm is one based upon more continuous control enabling it to converge more rapidly.
Our second attempt to perform the alignment task revolves around the use of the Image Jacobian. The Image Jacobian has been used by a number of other researchers including Feddema et al. [9, 10] , Hashimoto et al. [14] , and Castaño et al. [5] . These methods track feature points and effect servoing movements using an Image Jacobian which relates Cartesian movements with positional errors derived from the tracked features.
The basic idea behind the Image Jacobian is to model the differential relationship between the camera system and the robotic control system in order to accurately predict the effects of small changes in one system on the other. It is a linear, position-dependent (i.e. non-constant) transform.
The relationship between the camera and world coordinate systems is given by the following formula: 2 Equation 4 can be differentiated with respect to time and the resulting equation is the differential relationship which relates the two coordinate systems. However, full knowledge of equation 4 is necessary to correctly derive the Jacobian matrix. In our system, since we assume that the calibration between the camera system and robot system is unknown, the task of recovering the actual Image Jacobian cannot be done directly.
We are only interested in control movements in the 2-D X-Y plane of the robot (we assume the alignment occurs at a fixed depth Z above the object). Accordingly, we can state the differential relationship between the camera coordinate system and the robot control system as follows:
which basically means that small perturbations around some point in image space (U ,V ) can be linked to some small, linear move in world space (X,Y ). The variables a, b, c, and d ( the components of the Jacobian) are dependent on the robot parameters, the transformation between the camera system and the robot system, and the camera system parameters. However, we can estimate the the Image Jacobian empirically using simple known movements in Cartesian space, and observing the movement of the object feature in camera space. By continuously updating the Image Jacobian, we can use its estimate to servo the robot to the correct alignment position even though we have not calibrated the two systems.
Our method is:
Image Space
Center of Image−ellipse Figure 12 : A demonstration of how to compute the Image Jacobian 5. The alignment condition occurs when the image-ellipse formed by tracking the object feature's path has zero area. We can compute the vector ( U center ; V center ) which is the vector from the position in the image where we calculated the Jacobian to the center of the projected ellipse. We estimate the alignment position in image space as the center of the image-ellipse (see figure 12 ).
6. We can now use our computed Image Jacobian to transform the vector ( U center ; V center ) into a control movement in Cartesian space ( X, Y ).
7. This procedure is repeated until the error signal results in either a single point or an imageellipse of area 1:0 pixel 2 .
This algorithm approaches a more continuous control since it estimates differential changes at each step. Although the actual computed movement is larger than a differential move, the vector ( U center ; V center ) provides both an accurate direction of movement in image space as well as a reasonable magnitude of movement so that we may limit overshoot and oscillation.
EXPERIMENT
In this experiment, we started with the same initial configuration as described in section 4.1. At the beginning of the experiment, we performed the following operations:
1. The robot was moved to its initial X-Y position in plane A. .78 Table 2 : Results from Image Jacobian experiment. We started the robot system at point (0; 0) in Cartesian space (with the object approximately 10cm away in the X-Y plane). We ran the experiment using the Image Jacobian to control the movement of the robot system. Once again, the tracked feature was a 2mm diameter hole. The robot system was able to place the "peg" (a tapered probe) within 3mm of the center of the hole using uncalibrated camera data. In addition, the algorithm performed the same task over several different runs with about the same accuracy. Table 2 shows sample data taken from one of the experiments. Figure 13 shows an overlay of all ellipses generated by the Image Jacobian control algorithm while trying to find the alignment condition. Notice that the system converges rapidly to the solution state (about five times faster than the method described in section 4.1).
Probably the clearest indication of the Image Jacobian's convergence property is the result gained from plotting the positions moved to by the robot in Cartesian space ( figure 14) . In contrast to the results given in figure 10 for the downhill simplex search, figure 14 shows that the Image Jacobian control method does not require the same degree of overlap and self-re-examination as required for the downhill simplex search. The Image Jacobian control algorithm appears to work well. It is possible to construct pathological situations where the algorithm may oscillate (by placing The position examined by using the Image Jacobian the camera system and object in positions where the center of the ellipse lies very close to one edge of the ellipse), but these cases are rare.
HOW TO IMPROVE THE VISUAL-SERVOING ALGORITHM
One possibility for increasing the effectiveness of the search and alignment algorithms is to use more of the innate properties of the image-ellipse. Currently, we use only the area and the Image Jacobian as primitives for measuring the amount of feature translation caused by a camera rotation. A more sophisticated search procedure, one based on the physical model of the surface which is formed by the image-ellipses' areas, might give better results.
The current procedures fail when the image-ellipses have maximal diameters on the order of five pixels. While this can be controlled by adding to the settling time for object moves, this may not be an acceptable solution for certain applications. The centroids extracted from the fast-moving imagery have an inherent instability caused by image noise coupled with the fact that the centroid data itself does not capture the true centroid information of the object (remember that the object itself is perspective transformed and the true object center can actually be a great distance from the object's projected center).
Another possible refinement to the servoing strategy is to adjust the amount of sweep in world space according to the arc-length swept out in image space. Since objects far away from the rotational axis project to large image-ellipses, only a small part of the sweep is necessary to reconstruct the image-ellipse. Objects which are very close to the rotational axis, though, have centroids which are dominated by quantization errors and image noise. These objects need need a larger swath to recover their ellipse parameters. This sweep function is a function of the resolution of the imaging device as well as the size and position of the object. It would be interesting to recover the trade off between necessary arc swing distances for a given image-ellipse radii and the approach paths necessary to preserve numerical accuracies and alignment potentials for the alignment task.
Another possibility is to examine the usefulness of other algebraic invariants. Mundy and Zisserman [24] have suggested that cross-ratios and similar invariants are useful in dealing with perspective distorted images. In our case, it may be possible to find cross-ratios related to ellipse generation (possibly leading us to an algorithm which can filter noisy points on an ellipse).
Productive results will probably be gained from the analysis of other properties of the conic sections. If the component values of the conic sections are traced out as a function of the rotation, the sinusoids generated will show a phase angle difference with respect to the rotation (of the end-effector). The magnitude of the sinusoids will determine the net amount of translation of the object with respect to the rotational axis. These four values can probably be used as a control signal to effect a net change to drive all four values to zero which is a position where the sinusoids are both in phase and at zero amplitude with respect to the rotations: the alignment condition. This technique needs to be examined in more detail.
Since visual invariance results in modest accuracy (see Appendix B), it may be possible to combine it with another "fine" technique to finish the task in the new, visually-constrained search space. In this scenario, rotationally invariant servoing is used solely for moving the object to some epsilon about the alignment point. Once the object has made contact with the mating surface, some other "fine" control strategy can be brought into play. Several methods have been proposed for fine control strategies for peg-in-hole insertion; all of these methods require that the peg and hole are close to one another to function efficiently, a task which rotationally invariant servoing accomplishes.
CONCLUSIONS
We have described two techniques for performing an alignment task without using calibrated cameras. The two techniques exploit a simple geometric effect, rotational invariance, to perform the alignment. In our system, we mount a camera on the wrist of an end-effector such that it rotates about the final axis of a robot and images the area directly below the end-effector. By tracking the movement of the projection of a point-like feature in image space, we can determine that a feature is aligned with the final axis when its projection simply rotates and does not translate during the rotation.
The downhill simplex search was the first method implemented to find the alignment condition. By moving the rotational axis in a predetermined fashion, it was possible to use the simplex to move the robot until it was aligned with the point feature. The search was slow making it a less than ideal choice for real time, visual control.
To improve the method, an Image Jacobian-based controller was implemented. The key idea behind the Image Jacobian was to servo to the center of the image-ellipse (the best approximation to the point of rotational invariance) using a discrete approximation of the Jacobian at a given point. By exploiting an effect which was more continuous by nature, it was possible to create a servoing algorithm which converged smoothly and quickly to the alignment position. Using either form of control, we were able to make a robot system with an uncalibrated camera place a peg within 3mm of the center of a 2mm hole with a high degree of repeatability.
This research indicates the possible existence of a whole class of servoing techniques which are orthogonal to calibration oriented methods. These techniques use simple geometric constraints to give robots the power to servo visually. While calibration is necessary and useful for many vision-robot tasks, we have shown that it is possible to use a non-calibrated technique to perform a task which was originally classified as needing calibrated vision. Also, by not using a calibrated camera, we do not suffer from the known errors of calibrated systems.
Our future research includes relaxing the constant Z constraint, the implementation of a faster image-space tracking system, and the investigation of other non-calibrated techniques for visualservoing.
A ON FITTING POINT DATA TO ELLIPSES
The general equation of an ellipse is given as:
Ax
2 + Bxy + Cy 2 + Dx + Ey = 1 (6) To keep others from making the same mistakes we made, we recommend not trying to fit an ellipse to the data points using the characteristic quadratic polynomial described in Edwards and Penney [8] . Their method relies on the fact that a unique conic section can be drawn through any set of 5 non-collinear points. In practice, their method is highly unstable. Since the data points contain noise, it is very easy for a data set to generate other quadratic solutions using their method.
We also don't recommend finding a least squares fit to equation 6. The least squares approach does not guarantee that the resulting equation is elliptical. In practice, if only =2 radians of an ellipse was sampled, the results were more likely hyperbolic rather than elliptical equations. One possible solution to this problem would have been to constrain the equation by imposing additional inequalities and solved the result by using a nonlinear-iterative method.
Instead, we reparameterized the problem using the fact that we knew where each sample was being taken with respect to the manipulator's rotational axis. This new parameterization allowed us to derive the equation shown in section 3 which seems to incorporate the best of both worlds: the results are guaranteed to be elliptical, and the process of solving the equations is strictly linear (non-iterative).
Below we verify that the formulation of the ellipse as U( ) = A cos( ) + B sin( ) + C (7) V ( ) = D cos( ) + E sin( ) + F (8) is truly an ellipse.
The first step is to make the following substitutions into equations 7 and 8.
We can then reformulate equations 7 and 8 as U( ) = G cos( ? U ) + C (15) and V ( ) = H cos( ? V ) + F (16) The first step in the proof is to drop the C and F terms which only account for a displacement of the initial coordinate system. Next, we isolate in equation 15 using the following sequence of steps:
arccos(
= arccos( U G ) + U (20) We substitute equation 20 into equation 16 eliminating and giving us the following equation:
Applying the identity for the difference of cosines:
Simplifying the terms containing arccosine we get
Expanding the V ? U terms, we get
We then substitute the values we know (see equations 11, 12, 13, and 14) , back into equation 24. (28) Making the following substitutions:
k 1 = AD + BE (29) k 2 = AE ? BD (30) we get the following:
moving the Uk 1 term to the left and squaring both sides we get G Collecting terms and placing the constants on the right, we get
The result is an equation which has positive coefficients for both the U 2 and V 2 terms and a positive constant term; qualifying it as an ellipse (where the coefficient of the UV term determines the amount of rotation). [37] .
B ON COMPUTING THE ALGORITHM'S PIXEL PRECISION
In order to calculate the resolving power of a CCD and its effect on the servoing process, we started with the following values:
1. focal length, , -8.5mm
2. imaging area -8.8mm by 6.6mm
3. number of samples -256 by 242
4. size of a pixel -0.034mm by 0.027mm
5. distance to target -36 cm Figure 15 shows the relative geometry between all of the variables listed above.
The CCD's highest resolving power is simply the ratio of the height of the pixel at the center of the CCD divided by the focal length or the arctangent of that value (if you are interested in the angle). For our scenario, a CCD element cuts a rctan(0.034mm/8.5mm) by arctan(0.027mm/8.5mm)) arc or or in other words a :0040 by 0032 radian arc. When this arc is projected 36cm to the depth of the object, the same arc cuts a 1.44mm by 1.11mm rectangular area.
Since our algorithm uses rotational invariance over a single pixel, we have noticed that the movement of a point feature under rotation is confined not to a single pixel, but to a circular area within a pixel. Figure 15 shows that the position of a point feature can then be reduced to lie within a circle with a diameter of 1.11mm, the narrowest part of the rectangle, and thus within sub-pixel accuracy. The ratio of the circle's area to the pixel's area is about .62 or about half the area of a pixel.
